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Mission concepts that require operation on the Ve-

nus surface for more than a couple hours have proven 

challenging.  Recent progress in high temperature elec-

tronics [1] and other system elements are making pos-

sible realistic concepts for small landers with relatively 

simple instruments. LLISSE [2] is one such prototype 

development project that takes advantage of these new 

capabilities with new mission approaches. These inno-

vative ideas however cannot address all the science 

desired and technology development of high tempera-

ture/pressure systems will be required. For example, 

generation of long duration power, in sufficient capaci-

ty to cool a pressure vessel and then also power science 

instruments that are inoperable in Venus ambient con-

ditions, will be required for some instruments such as 

imagers. Eventually science will demand mobility, 

which again will likely require significant power capa-

bility. These and other challenges have been noted in 

the Venus Exploration Analysis Group documents such 

as the Technology Plan [3], the Planetary Decadal Sur-

vey Report, and other documents.  

NASA’s Planetary Science Division (PSD) has be-

gun a structured approach to addressing Venus surface 

technology challenges by beginning to invest in new 

technology development efforts. The program initiated 

is called High Operating Temperature Technology 

(HOTTech). The HOTTech program supports the ad-

vanced development of technologies for the robotic 

exploration of high-temperature environments such as 

the Venus surface, Mercury, or the deep atmosphere of 

Gas Giants. The goal of the program is to develop and 

mature technologies that will enable, significantly en-

hance, or reduce technical risk for in situ missions to 

high-temperature environments with temperatures ap-

proaching 500 degrees Celsius or higher. It is a priority 

for NASA to invest in technology developments that 

mitigate the risks of mission concepts proposed in re-

sponse to upcoming Announcements of Opportunity 

(AO) and expand the range of science that might be 

achieved with future missions. HOTTech does not so-

liciting hardware for a flight opportunity and is limited 

to high temperature electrical and electronic systems 

that could be needed for potentially extended in situ 

missions to such environments. 

Ultimately NASA funded 12 awards in the recent 

call. Selected 1-3year development projects include 

technology topics ranging from high temperature bat-

teries, solar cells and power generation technologies, 

various electronics (processors, memory, different ap-

proaches to electronic devices, and a high temperature 

motor. Table 1 lists the selected projects including the 

Principle Investigator (PI) and home institution. As one 

reviews the list of selected projects, one can envision 

these components as potential complementary elements 

of a future high temperature “system”. 

NASA is taking the development investment one 

step further. In order to increase the maturation poten-

tial of the individual investments, maximize the poten-

tial for infusion, and to begin to address integration 

level challenges, NASA has initiated a new approach 

that will explore the potential path to integration of 

these individual developments into a “system”.  PI’s of 

the HOTTech awards have an opportunity, if desired, 

to plug into a system level development and test effort, 

The details of this system level development/test are 

still in development, but it is expected that this new 

approach will  produce a number of advantages. 

This briefing will describe the HOTTech program, 

summarize the development efforts and describe, to the 

degree known, the integration/system level opportunity 

that is being made available to the PI’s.  

 

 
Table 1. Selected HOTTech projects and Principle 

Investigators 
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